Determining HOW® Eligibility in Spotlight

Visit DeltaDentalOK.org/Spotlight to register and/or sign in to your account.

When in your account, select ‘Benefits,’ then click on the green group name in the ‘Benefit Report’ column.

If you have access to HOW® enhanced benefits, you will see ‘Employer participates in HOW®’ in a green box with a checkmark.

If your employer participates in HOW®, you may receive the approved assessment from a dentist to determine if you qualify for any additional preventive benefits.

If you receive a qualifying score(s) during an approved assessment, ‘Qualifying HOW® assessment still required’ will be replaced with ‘Qualifies for HOW® enhanced benefits’ in a green box with a checkmark.

If your benefit plan currently does not include access to HOW® enhanced benefits it will be noted in this section.